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Chapter 2598

Lu Hua was flabbergasted there, his brows and eyes blank, and his brain was almost
blank. In my heart, only infinite shock was left.

However, after Mark stepped through everyone’s attack, that Yundao Heavenly
Decision was still lingering. In the force of destroying everyone’s combined attack, it
swept across all quarters.

Upon seeing this, Kong Ming and others were immediately shocked.

“Retreat!”

“Rewind~”

“Lu Hua, Yan Xi, go back quickly~”

….

Someone is screaming, some is yelling.

The people who originally encircled Mark, at this moment, all fled like headless flies.

But can they escape?

The answer, of course, is no!

Huh~

After a few breaths, the remaining power of Yundao Tianjue swept past here.

The strong of all nations are like being hit hard.

Amid the screams, blood poured out without money.

Those who run far away and run fast are still lucky.



Like Lu Yanxi and Kong Ming’s generation, they besieged Mark, but they were only
forced to helplessly. So when the move was made just now, the one standing at the
back was naturally the weakest after the impact.

It was just a few tens of meters away from the aftermath, and suffered some minor
injuries.

But other people were not so lucky, one by one, like cannonballs, they were really
vomiting blood and flying upside down by the power of Yundao Tianjue.

There are countless people who have broken hands and legs.

Of course, the most injured among them is undoubtedly the strong Australians who took
the lead in condemning Mark before.

There were five Australian martial artists, and Mark exploded three of them on the spot.

The head exploded, the bones and muscles shattered, and the whole body was broken
into thousands of pieces.

It is not an exaggeration to say that the corpse was broken into pieces.

As for the two who survived, one half of their faces was shattered, red blood filled the
whole body, and the sharp bones were exposed, lying on the ground and groaning like
dogs.

The other is even worse.

The waist down half of the body was completely gone.

Obviously, the last two survivors of the Australian martial arts will not live long.

With such a serious injury, sooner or later the blood will bleed and die!

“How…what…”

“Why… so strong?”

Looking at the mess on the ground, and the red blood.

Mike Jones, who had been on the sidelines, was undoubtedly trembling mad.

His old face was pale and his legs were weak, especially after seeing the miserable end
of the Australian powerhouse, Mike Jones staggered, and his whole person was almost
flat on the ground in fright.

Behind the spine, there was even a chill.



Mike Jones knew very well. Just now, if he followed everyone else to attack Mark, it is
estimated that the person who was smashed into pieces was himself.

Thinking of this, Mike Jones was afraid for a while.

Behind him, those strong people from the Chu Sect were also pale, with lingering fears,
and they were rejoicing again and again.

“Young… Master, also… Fortunately, you stopped us.”

“Otherwise, I…we have to explain it here today~”

The people of Truman said tremblingly.

As for the other survivors, there was even more panic and tremor in their hearts.

too strong!

Mark’s strength is too strong.

It’s desperate.

The warriors of their various countries, dozens of powerful people who joined Mark, not
only failed to get the slightest benefit, but also suffered a disastrous defeat.

This is not a fight at all, this is a crushing, it is a one-sided slaughter.

Before that, who would have thought that Mark’s strength would be so terrifying.

One person, face nearly a hundred people, win!

Chapter 2599

Before, they thought that so many of them had surrounded Mark. But now it seems,

They were wrong, so wrong.

It was not Mark who was besieged, but them.

Yes, Mark alone surrounded them all.

For some people, tens of thousands are not worth one person.

And some people, one person can be worth tens of thousands of people!

Mark is undoubtedly such a person.



When Mark’s sharpness dissipated, the world was silent after all.

Under the sky, Mark stood proudly. The deep eyes look like they have penetrated
through the ages, looking down everywhere.

In front, a breeze swept across, and the fallen leaves were flying.

Behind him, there were blue waves rippling, and ripples appeared on the long lake.

And Mark’s figure, like a mountain, stood like this forever.

Until, his gaze fell on the people below again, and the sound of majesty, like thunder,
swept across the square.

“Now, who else wants to break into this cave mansion?”

The majestic voice, the sonorous words, only if they fall to the ground, they will set off
boundless storms.

In Mark’s anger, the warriors of all countries almost trembled with fright.

Today they undoubtedly don’t even have the courage to look directly at Mark.

Before thinking about it, many people naively believed that Mark alone could not stop
the people of the world.

But now, the naked facts undoubtedly hit everyone in the face severely.

Whoever says one person can’t stop the people of the world.

Mark could stop it.

His strength undoubtedly surpassed everyone’s expectations.

“Ah~”

“Save me~”

“Help me…”

At the foot of the mountain, the blood-covered Australian powerhouse is still groaning in
pain on the ground.

However, no one paid any attention to him, nor dared to control him.

On the contrary, many people have the heart to kick these Australian idiots to death.



If it weren’t for these Australian martial arts idiots to drive the rhythm crazy, how could
everyone besiege Mark?

If they didn’t besie Mark, how could their brothers be injured, died, and suffered such a
heavy loss?

“Hey~”

“It’s Truman who is shrewd.”

“I knew this before, so I should be like the people of Truman, not going to this muddy
water.”

Many people sighed and sighed, full of regret.

But if you say that you regret it most, it is naturally the Australian warrior who screamed
miserably at this time.

If they knew that Mark was so powerful, he would never provoke such a ruthless
character if he was killed in the first place.

However, it is undoubtedly too late to think about it now.

After all, in this world, there is no regret selling medicine.

And when everyone regrets, the only person who is full of joy is probably only An Qi.

At this time, An Qi was still in his arms by Mark.

Feeling the temperature from this man, An Qi felt an inexplicable joy in her heart.

Especially just now, I saw my brother Mark sweeping all over the place with invincibility.
When one husband was in charge, and when ten thousand husbands were not open, An
Qi’s young girl’s heart was undoubtedly impressed by Mark’s domineering and majesty,
deeply trembling.

Looking at Mark, his eyes were full of admiration and obsession.

Is this the real majesty of her brother Mark?

Really, it’s amazing.

Better than the most powerful person she has ever seen.

“Okay, silly girl, don’t hug.”

“I don’t know, you thought you were my child bride-in-law?”



The crisis was resolved, but An Qi still snuggled in Mark’s arms and never let go, Mark
suddenly shook his head and smiled.

An Qi Qiao blushed, and then rushed out of Mark’s arms.

“Huh, Brother Mark is really damnable.”

“You still hate me.”

“I don’t want to hug you?”

“I won’t hold you anymore if you beg me.”

An Qi said angrily, the cute girl is so cute when she gets angry.

Mark looked at the little girl in front of him and smiled helplessly.
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